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Klick
 Group
The Klick Group of companies is an ecosystem of brilliant minds working to realize the full potential of their people and clients since 1997.
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Bringing
 the future of health to lifeGreat ideas shouldn’t be kept to themselves. Not if we want to make the world a better place. When we collaborate, we create opportunities to unlock true innovation. And spark the ideas that will change our future, for good.
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Watch Barack Obama
 Barack Obama
September 22, 2022
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Watch Michelle Obama
 Michelle Obama
February 27, 2018
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Watch Bill Clinton
 Bill Clinton
June 15, 2015
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Watch Arianna Huffington
 Arianna Huffington
March 31, 2016
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Watch David Cronenberg
 David Cronenberg
December 8, 2015
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Watch Margaret Atwood
 Margaret Atwood
December 8, 2015
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Watch Platon
 Platon
June 18, 2017
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Great ideas shouldn’t be kept to themselves. Not if we want to make the world a better place. When we collaborate, we create opportunities to unlock true innovation. And spark the ideas that will change our future, for good.



Ideas we're
excited to share







































































Ideas by thought leader
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About IDX

Great ideas shouldn’t be kept to themselves, not if we want to build a better future. When we collaborate, we create opportunities to unlock true innovation and spark the ideas that will change our world—for good.

Learn More About IDX





Bringing the future
 of health to life.
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If you're enjoying the ideas on IDX, and are ready to spark some new ones, we want to hear from you.

See Opportunities
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Join Us

If you're enjoying the ideas on IDX, and
 are ready to spark some new ones, we 
 want to hear from you.


See Opportunities


There’s something different here.
	Toronto175 Bloor Street East Suite 300, North Tower
Toronto, ON  M4W 3R8

	New York240 W 40th Street, 12th Floor
New York, NY  10018

	Philadelphia510 Walnut Street, 13th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19106-3601
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